Abstract-With the wide application of embedded devices and Internet of things equipment, embedded WEB server has become an indispensable part of its intelligent equipment. In order to select and build the embedded WEB server efficiently, this paper presents the performance simulation evaluation of three kinds of commonly embedded WEB server based on Boa, Tomcat and Apache (httpd). The embedded experimental platform based on ARM processor is set up to test the static and dynamic performance of Boa, Tomcat, Apache (httpd), such as connection rate, cpu utilization rate, throughput rate, click rate. The experimental results can provide a theoretical basis for the selection, construction and control of embedded WEB server based on ARM devices, which has important practical value.
INTRODUCTION
With the arrival of the Internet plus era, a new generation of information technology such as the Internet platform, the Internet of things technology, big data analysis and WEB service technology will be more and more integrated into the modern equipment products, modern enterprise and People's Daily social life. More and more Internet of things devices, embedded intelligent products emerge, such as Smart watches, smart base stations, smart medical devices [1] .In order to effectively monitor and control the operation status information of these Smart devices, a large amount of data is need to collect and analyze. Embedded WEB server software can generate a huge amount of time series data during operation, such as Access log data, perform trajectory data, and system status information data etc. So the embedded WEB server running in these devices plays a critical role to provide and gather data. Usually embedded WEB server software need to run continuously for a long time and unattended, therefore, the performance of embedded WEB server software is particularly important and needs special attention and attention, especially for some of the Internet of things devices and smart products that need to work in the harsh outdoor environment. Therefore, how to improve and ensure the high performance and stability of the server -side software has become a thorny problem that many enterprises focus on. Generally speaking, the main reasons for the performance and exception of embedded WEB server software are the performance defects of WEB server software, the bottleneck of the hardware platform of the device etc [2, 3] . Therefore it is only by testing and evaluating the performance problems of embedded WEB servers through the specified bembedded platform, after thorough analysis for the problem and find defects lead to corresponding problems, effectively improve the performance of the embedded WEB server software to essentially improve the performance of the Internet of things and embedded intelligent devices which to provide users with better service and user experience [4] .
This article simulated and evaluated the main performance indexes of several mainstream embedded WEB servers such as Boa server, Tomcat server, Apache (HTTPD) server etc, which running on internet of things devices and embedded smart products base on the mainstream CPU hardware ARM platform.
II. WEB SERVER PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The performance evaluation of embedded WEB server is to test the performance of embedded WEB servers to connect requests according to certain metrics in a specific software and hardware environment, and to test response speed, maximize the number of performance connection requests and other performance indicators. In the process of testing and analysis the server performance, need to use a variety of indicators to measure the performance of Web server system, and the performance metrics are main basis of the server performance measurement, modeling and analysis. The common performance metrics of the embedded WEB server evaluates has the server response time, system throughput, system CPU resource utilization, connection number of concurrent users, HTTP processing number, session number, network traffic etc [5] . The following will introduce the key indicators that relevant to this article.
A. Timeing Indicators
The current performance testing tools and performance models define the response time mostly from the end user perspective, referring to the time total from the client to the server sending a request to the response to receive the request [6] . The response time estimates are usually measured by seconds or milliseconds. The response time estimates are usually measured by seconds or milliseconds. The response time mainly includes page response time, server response time, transport round-trip time, TCP connection establishment time etc. Figure I shows the breakdown diagram of the page response time for the embedded WEB server. , there are two types of main network latency and application processing wait time, network transport latency is the time that data is transmitted from one server to another, like (L1+L2+L3+L4); application processing latency refers to the time it takes to process the data business within the server, like (M1+ M2+D1+W1+W2). Now most of performance testing tools and performance test models refer to WEB server page response times as defined in the Figure above. But the page response times of the web server are not an isolated indicator, it must be closely related to the number of concurrent users, the system resource utilization, the network status, test configuration and other performance indicators, otherwise, it would be meaningless.
B. System Capacity Indicators
The capacity indicators of embedded WEB server system refers to the effective access that can be accommodated by the embedded WEB server under normal operation. It can include performance indicators such as concurrent user number, system throughput, connection speed and so on [7] . The number of concurrent connections refers to in a given period of time, can concurrently access the embedded WEB server and interact with the user. The number of concurrent connection number of users is an important reference index of the embedded WEB server system of service quality, with the increase in the number of concurrent connections to resources of embedded WEB server system using response the time ratio and the system will be changed. The throughput refer to the number of the request users that the embedded WEB server system can handle in a specific period of time, it is usually expressed in terms of requests per second. The throughput of the embedded WEB server systems often needs to be measured and analyzed at different stages, it throughout the cycle of system design, system development, and system release, such as, in the server system capability design phase, the system throughput is the key parameter to determine the hardware and system requirements of the embedded WEB server site. Moreover, the throughput of system plays a crucial role in identifying the performance bottleneck of embedded WEB server system and improving the performance of embedded WEB server system. So the system capacity index also needs comprehensive evaluation, so it can not be an isolated index.
C. The Resource Uilization Indicators
The utilization of system resources refers to the use of different resources of the embedded WEB server system (such as the CPU, memory, disk, network bandwidth, etc.) of the server [8] .The resource utilization indicators of the embedded WEB server systems include CPU utilization, memory utilization, disk utilization, available network bandwidth and so on. General system resource utilization and system usually is proportional to the user load, but when the system load reaches a certain level, the system user growth does not significantly change the utilization rate of resources of embedded WEB server system, which can reach the maximum bearing system resources of the embedded WEB server system. In order to find the performance bottleneck of embedded WEB server system, it usually takes a long time to test the system performance to record the status of system resources, and check whether the performance of embedded WEB server system can be improved by changing the system resources.
III. BUILD THE SIMULATION PLATFORM
In this paper, the performance evaluation of the embedded WEB server is based on the internet of things smart devices and embedded smart products etc, however most of these smart devices are based on ARM processor cores currently, therefore the device based on ARM processor is used as the experimental platform in this article. Currently, the mainstream embedded WEB servers used in the embedded devices include Boa, Tomcat, Apache, Mathopd, Appweb, Goahead etc, in this paper, the performance simulation comparison is the mainstream embedded WEB servers that Boa, Tomcat, and Apache (HTTPD) is evaluated. Build the experimental platform that the performance evaluation of embedded WEB server, first, it need to cross-compile and migrate Boa, Tomcat, Apache (HTTPD) servers to ARM platform devices, and set the corresponding configuration file and parameters.
The test tool of the LoadRunner software is used for testing the performance of the embedded WEB server, the LoadRunner software is installed on the client. The embedded WEB server running on the remote intelligent device, by running LoadRunne testing software on the client to simulate concurrent user load to test the remote embedded WEB server performance. Figure II shows the test platform structure of the embedded WEB server.
FIGURE II. THE STRUCTURE DIAGRAM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The hardware environment configuration and specific software version used in the performance evaluation experiment of the embedded WEB server are shown in Table I . Here the embedded WEB server is already cross-compiling and transplanted to the embedded or Internet of things intelligent devices, The selected platform includes the main board platform with ARM9 as CPU processor, gigabit Ethernet interface and Linux operating system.
IV. EXPERIMENT SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Because the embedded WEB server runs on the embedded intelligent product, the performance and memory size of the CPU processor of the embedded product is weaker than that of the PC machine. Therefore, in this performance evaluation, we first tested the main static characteristics of the Boa, Tomcat, Apache (HTTPD) embedded WEB server that running on the ARM9 platform and after normal operation. Table II shows the embedded WEB server that has been transplanted to the ARM9 platform will normally run its main static performance indicators in detail. From the table, it can be seen that Boa server has the least amount of space, running memory, CPU and other resources. Apache (HTTPD) server is larger and the Tomcat server is the largest. However, but the security of Boa server is poor, however the security of Apache and Tomcat server is stronger.
The following are testing the dynamic performance indicators for the embedded WEB servers of Boa, Tomcat, Apache (HTTPD). Since the Boa server is a single-process server, it cannot respond in parallel, only one user request can be completed to respond to the request of another user and cannot respond concurrently. Therefore, in this test evaluation experiment, we mainly tested and evaluated the connection rate (respectively test the time required to complete the 0-2000 to connect), CPU utilization, throughput (units of time to complete the amount of data transferred on the network) and click through rate (per second user submitted to the web server to complete the number of HTTP requests).
In this experiment, the LoadRunne test software was used to conduct stress test for the embedded WEB server, tested the time required to complete 0-2000 connections for the Boa, Tomcat, and Apache (HTTPD) servers respectively. Figure III shows the comparison of the embedded WEB server completed its corresponding connection.
FIGURE III. THE CONNECTION RATE COMPARISON FOR WEB SERVER
In the Figure above, the horizontal coordinate is the number of connections, and the ordinate is the time it takes to complete the number of connections. As you can see in the picture when the connection number is lower, the connection rates of three kinds of the embedded WEB servers are the same basically, but when the connection number is larger, the connection rate of the three kinds of the WEB server appeared difference, especially when the connection rate is higher, the connection time of Boa server has been improved linearly.
Next, the experiment was designed to test the CPU utilization which the Boa, Tomcat, and Apache (HTTPD) servers completed the connection from 0 to 2000 respectively. Figure IV shows that the CPU utilization that the Boa, Tomcat, and Apache (HTTPD) servers completed the connection from 0 to 2000 respectively.
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From the test results in the Figure, the CPU utilization of the Boa server was lower when the number of connections less, but as the number of connections increased, the CPU utilization of the Boa server increased faster, while the CPU utilization of the Apache server increased slower. However, when the number of connections reaches a certain threshold the CPU utilization increases rapidly.
Next, we design experiment to test the throughput rate and click rate of the three kinds of WEB servers. In the experiment, a continuous connection is used to request embedded WEB server, the LoadRunne test software was used to test the throughput and click ability of embedded WEB servers within 10 minutes, then the average method is used to calculate the throughput rate and click rate. Table III shows the throughput rate and click rate of the three kinds of the embedded WEB servers. In the click rate and throughput performance testing, on the platform of ARM9 processor under the condition of limited resources, the Apache server can bear the throughput and click rate of relatively good performance. But the performance evaluation and Simulation of embedded WEB server is dependent on the test platform, the performance affected by the test platform.
V. CONCLUSIONS
With the Internet of things products, embedded devices are increasingly applied to everyday life. The performance of embedded WEB server directly affects the intelligence and monitoring management of embedded devices. So this paper first introduces the commonly used indicators system of embedded WEB server performance evaluation: time index system, system capacity index system and resource utilization index system. Built the testing experimental platform based on ARM processor, Embedded WEB servers such as Boa, Tomcat, Apache (HTTPD) were migrated to the testing platform. The static performance and dynamic performance of the common embedded WEB server that Boa, Tomcat, Apache (HTTPD) are compared on this platform, the static performance mainly tested CPU occupancy rate, memory occupancy rate, disk occupancy rate, supported language, operating system etc, the dynamic performance mainly tests the connection rate, CPU utilization rate, throughput rate, click rate etc. The results of the experimental evaluation can provide the basis theoretical for the selection, construction and control of the embedded WEB server, it can provide a breakthrough direction to improve the response speed and stability of embedded WEB server, it can Improve the service quality of the embedded WEB server. It is of great importance to the intelligent control of embedded devices and Internet of things products. 
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